There's more to board test than just testing boards.

Today, more than ever, board test is the key to profitability in your company.

To keep profits up, your board tester must keep pace with accelerated production schedules, advanced technologies, and the demand for higher yields. You need results today, not promises for tomorrow!

The HP 3065 board test family produces results by giving you the tests you need faster than you ever imagined. So you get higher board test yields without delaying production.

Using our automatic in-circuit and functional test program generators and links to CAE/CAD workstations, you can develop the right tests in weeks instead of months. So you can be productive faster... and boost profits.

Once your tests are up and running, you can further refine them, thanks to HP's Q-STAR quality management products and links to final test. In fact, with our recommended test optimization process, HP 3065 users are currently achieving yields of up to 98%... or more!

There's a library of over 4,000 devices. Digital, analog, and full hybrid test capability. Accommodation of the latest ASIC, SMD, LSSD and VLSI devices. Even an exclusive color graphical debug interface that helps you find faults more quickly. And HP's modular architecture lets you add these advanced features only as you need them, to keep overhead down.

Combine all this with our deep vector sets, industry standard six-wire testing, plus HP's Safeguard In-Circuit™ analysis and 99% Guaranteed Uptime Program, and you have all you need to help keep your profit picture looking bright today and tomorrow.

Call HP today!

Don't settle for a board tester that just tests boards—get the HP 3065 board test family. For more information, call 1-800-634-TEST. In Colorado, call collect: 303-669-9325.
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